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hi there

I'm Tia, the owner & creative behind
Tia Stout Photo. As a photographer
who specializes in maternity, birth,
and newborns, I believe that beauty
lies in the scars & stretches we
acquire throughout this crazy journey
known as life. I believe each of us is
beautiful & special and that memories
are often made in the midst of chaos.
My goal is to document your stories
as they unfold so you'll look back
years from now and remember just
how incredible those crazy, chaotic
moments really were.

In-between all the tiny toes and growing bellies, I have found a piece of my
soul that was just waiting to be uncovered. Photography allows me to
empower other people as they navigate through life's ups and downs. If it
weren't for my amazing clients, I wouldn't be able to wake up to my dream
job each day.

Based out of Southern Utah, I love to travel and have been lucky enough
to work with clients near and far. When I'm not behind the camera, I
love spending time with my husband, five children, and our
goldendoodle.

Tia
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You are in a beautiful stage of life
right now. The family stage. Your
family is growing whether that means
adding a baby or the fact that your
babies are growing up! They grow up
so fast and memories fade faster than
is fair. While it may be a struggle to
get photos done; financially, physically,
emotionally, you will NOT regret it
when your house is empty and all the
little pitter-patter of feet have gone.
I offer several different sessions and
packages. I love reward my faithful
clients with a refferal program and
discount offers! This ensures there's
something for everyone!
Each session comes with edited high
resolution images in color and black &
white (unless othewise noted)

*Returning clients can always enjoy
10% off
*For every new person you refer (and
they book a session) you get 10% off
your next regular session! Percentages
can be stacked upon each other. New
clients must say who referred them at
the time of book.
*Package discounts - When you book
at least 2 sessions, you will receive 10%
off.
Book more than 3 sessions and you'll
receive 20% off the total!
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Your Birth Story
The Birth of your Baby is something that you will never be able to re-create.
And I believe it is day and event that will change your life forever.

You will have such amazing moments of power and vulnerability and love, that the room will be in awe.

Two Options:
Complete Photo + Video
Coverage $1250 (+tax)
Choose either Photo OR Video
$800 (+tax)
Please schedule your Birth Story
sessions as early in your pregnancy as
possible to make sure I'm available for
your due date as I only schedule a few
birth stories per month and a few
portrait sessions per month.

Payment Plans &
Gift Registry
Here's what's included with ALL
Birth Story sessions:

Consultation, so we can get to
know each other before your
birth.
24/7 on call from 37 weeks,
day or night -- I'll be there!
Unlimited time at your birth,
from active labor until you
deliver.
Up to 2 hours after delivery to
capture all the firsts with your
little babe!

100% of my Birth Story clients use a
payment plan. And this is something that
we can customize to YOUR needs!
I also offer gift registry options so that
you can share with friends and family and
they can help contribute to your birth
story! It's a gift they love to give so that
all the beautiful moments can be shared,
even if they aren't there for the birth!
Check out a Gift Registry page here!

Click here to see a REAL birth
story video!
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Maternity
$300 (+ tax)

Your Body has never been more
different and you can feel the life that
you are creating inside you! The flutter
of kicks tells you that your baby is there
and your body is their safe place! Look
back on these pictures and remember
the Goddess that you are! That you are
creating life! And you look AMAZING
while doing it!
1-2 Hour Session

35+ High-Res digital images

Online Gallery

Access to client Closet!!

Newborn
$450 (+ tax)

The excitement and exhilaration of birth
have worn off and you are soaking up
the snuggles with your new babe! You sit
and stare at all the little details: their
ears, their perfect lips, tiny toes and
fingers, and that adorable little nose!

Your baby will change faster than you know!
Schedule a newborn session to freeze their
features! To remember their tiny fragile
body when they were brand new, no matter
how big they get!
1-2 Hour Session

45+ High-Res digital images

Online Gallery

Access to TSP wraps and props!

Newborn sessions are usually done either in your home or in a studio.
There are a few tricks I have up my sleeve to help baby sleep AMAZING
during their session. But please keep me informed WHEN you have your
baby! We'll need to schedule your session within 2 weeks of that day!
All of the immediate family is welcome to come to the newborn session!
(mom, dad, and siblings only. Grandparents can be included for an extra fee.)
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Full Session
$300 (+ tax)

For all those times you want to
capture how much they are growing.
Maybe it's Senior Pictures, Maybe it's
time for Christmas Card photos.
Your family is always changing and
that needs to be documented.
Full Sessions are for up to 8 people
(single family) and are scheduled on
the TSP calendar
1-2 Hour Session

50+ High-Res digital images

Online Gallery

personal print release

Coming Home
$350 (+ tax)

You have other children and you want to
capture the awe and wonder when they
meet their new sibling! My Coming
Home session is PERFECT for that! You'll
freeze that moment with the soft
touches, (and sometimes the possessive
holding) and be able to look back on
that and remember it forever!
I'm on call to meet you at the hospital
and I'll follow you to your home!
1-2 Hour Session

35+ High-Res digital images

video Highlights

On Call time to meet you

Coming Home sessions are great paired with the birth story session!
Especially if you have older children and want to capture the reaction of
them meeting the baby for the first time! You'll get a discount when
pairing these sessions together!
Right now, hospital policy does not allow children under the age of 18 inside the hospital. I
hope in the future we can again capture those moments in the hospital, but right now, they
will need to take place in your home.
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